Easy Adoption
& Usage

Ease of Use

Forget the hassle of learning a new system - You can become fully competent
rapidly. The UI allows mobile workers to pick up where they left off in no time, with
a simple 6-icon main screen allowing a clear, simple view of all the app's
capabilities. The sleek ERP System with a modern, intuitive and standard screen
designs ensure that new users can start using the system in less than a day.
Shortcuts such as bulk actions, at several steps can be incorporated to make the
order processing faster and less prone to errors. Similarly Route Planner which
features drag-and-drop capabilities makes planning efficient.

Easy to get setup
Easily import data from previous systems, without the worry of delays or workflow
disruptions whilst transitioning onto the new System. As a SaaS, there is no IT
overhead needed, and the simple subscription pricing means the product can prove
itself, without the need for large investments.
Provide all your initial data to us in a spreadsheet, which we will then validate
and then import into our system, having you up & running in less than a week.

Customisable UI
Choose from over 75 customisable settings to configure exactly how you want each
operation to be carried out. From enforcing Vehicle Inspections to permitting the
addition of new customers by drivers, the System tailors itself to the ways YOU prefer
to work. Through the Back-Office you can configure rules such as which actions
require approvals, whilst for the mobile app, you can configure which screens are
accessible for each driver, such as cash deposit taking.

Integration

For slightly bigger businesses, RouteMagic can even serve as an extension to an
existing ERP or financial systems. It was purposed to be easily integrated through
REST APIs, and integrates with standard systems such as Xero, Sage, Tally and many
others. Rest assured, if your existing system supports integration, RouteMagic can
collaborate with it seamlessly.

